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In this study, Jewish all-day school pupils were Compareel

with public school pupils with regard to problems of adjustmuA

and feeling of security. .Both groups consisted. of 81 male en

'female subjectsof.similar age, religious orientation, natignaIity

and socio-economic backgroUhd, The Mooney Problem Cheat List, a

check list of "problems related to religion," and an adaptation of

the Maslow -I Inventory werejadminiatered, The analysis'bf

iance-techniquet was used to deternine the significance cf diff-

erence (05 level). The ADS group revealed more EPD and S

and less feeling of security. In the number of total Meoney prob-

lems and in the other problem areAz,no Significant difference was'

found. The findings were discussed in terms of the theoretical

background presented,

The Problem

cs7 The number of _pupils attending denominational schools throu,h-
a-D

4:7, out our country has increased considerably since the conclusion of

6 the Second Is'orid War, The significant and steady increase in the

number of children receiving their basic education in denorr.in_t.,..-

al schools calls for a closer examination of some of the charvete;.--

tstics or this kind of schooling, Indeed, during the past two
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,decadesp.the controversy over the merits of public versus sectar-

ian edudation has assumed added prominence within each of sour

major religious communities. The question is debated with partic-

ular vigor within the Jewishecommunity in connection with the Sew..

ish All-Day School (also known by the Hebrew term 'Yeshiva), a

'private school which provides Jewish pupils with .a secular and

religious eduCation within the same physical plant.

Proponents of this typo of school argue With great conviction

that isidefrom assuring the perpetuation of Jewish spiritual and 1 -

cultural values the school benefits 'the idi v.dual student by

providing him with a high caliber education and with the emotional

"security essential for adequate adjustment to life as a member of

a minority group, While the educational meritsof the Jewish all-

day school are. often substantiated
by results of achievement

tests, ips:psychological effects unerethe student body remain with-

in the realm of speculation and subject co unsubstantiated Okims.

One argument- viers the insular environment of the denomina-

tional school as the cause for the development of psychic barriers.

and 'emotional polarities within the child, which make adequate

adjustment more difficult and less natural. Another approach stres e

the positive adjustment value resulting from the cultivation of

self-esteem, social solidarity and cohestvenesc, characteristic of

the homogemouS all-day school; The latter approach appears to be

in 'consonance with the concepts of KurtLewin (15), emphasizing a

childia need of a'feeling of belongingness before ho can gain the

emotional security to rake outreaches to other people. The diver«

3
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V

gence of views on this'question is perhaps due to the vagur.nez,s

of the concept of nad/usttent",'as well as to the lack of empirical

data, Thequestion may be further complicated as a result of prior

Cultural differendes between ail-day. school and public school pupils,

since the former are reared in families- with similar social attitudepe

trdits and learning -experiences,

Although a limited number 'of recent studio's. (4,5,6,9,12,13,14i

4

20,22,24) deal'with the personality of Jewish all -day school pupils,

little empirical data is presented in connection with the above

question,' It wap, therefore, the purpose of thin investigator to

compare the problems of Jewish all-day school puAls with those of

'their pberS attending public schools, in a variety of areas of ad-

justment, to'determine the differences, if any, between the two

,groups. It was anticipated that within the lititations Qf this re-
,

search, some personality concomitants associated with Jewish all- e

day.school education would be established,which, analyzed in the

light of-the theor/etical discussi6 presented, would proVide.edu-

,

cators with direr tions for action and suggest hypotheses for further

research,

-Bypethesea-

The following hypotheses were tested:

1. Thbre is no significant difference between the Jewish

all-day school and the public school grouP inregard to total num-

ber of stated problems of adjlistment,.

2.. "There is-no significant difference between the two groups

in adjustment related to either "Health and Physical Davelopmntri;

*School"; "Home and Familyr; "Money, Works, The Future "; "Boy and
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Girl Relationsn; "Relations to People in General "; and "Self -eentr:rcd

Concerns,n as refliicted by the number of stated problems in each of

those areas,

at Th ore is no signficant difference between the two groups

n

,

the degree of general fooling of security.

40 There is a significant difference
between the two groups

in the number of problems of adjustment specifically relAied to re-.

z.
ligion, the all-day school group indicating a greater degree of ad-

justment,

)Method

In accordance with previous research relating
(

to personality,

adjustment and the objectives of this study, it was considered

'desirable to equate the two experimental groups as nearly as possible

on the basis of age, nationality and ethhic background of the pupils,

as well as in accordance with the socio-oconomic level and the re-

ligious orientation of the parents. The study was, therefore,

limited to American born seventh grade pupils of the Jewish faith,

stemming from middle-Income home's with a traditional religious or-

ientation.

The All?Day School Grou

A tOtal. of 172 seventh graders from tillebraien co-educational

1111-day schools in the city` of New 'fork! wore tested, This number

represented practically the entire seventh grade all-day school

population in the city, meetina tho designated experimental criteria,.

Only,'one,school in this dategory did not find it possible to parti-
.

cipate in this studypisince it bad previously been subjected to much

research, After the elimination of students not living with both

of theinatixral parents, those not attending their Piesent school
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for at least four years in succession, those not Meeting the dc-

nionsIted exiierimental criteria, and those appearing not to respond

seriously to the questionnaires, a total of 137 subjects . 81, male

and 56, female - remained to be studied.

The Public School:Group-

The public school students were chosen from among the Evils
.

of afternoon Hebrew schools meeting the designated experimental

eritoril and located within the same geographic area as the parti.

1

cipating all-day schools. Thus, the study was actually limited to

a comparison of all-day school pupils with public school pupils who

receive a religious education in afternoon Hebrew schools. Since

the all-day school population consists primarily of students from

fftraditionaln or northodoxe Jewish homes, only students from Hebrew

schools affiliated with,congregatiOns of similar religious orien-

tation wore chosen.. A total of 173 seventh graders comprised the
4 Z.

public school group thus selected. These students represented the

entire seventh trade population'of the first 6 Hebrew Schools ex-.

preSsing their willingness to cooper:to 'with this study and meeting

the designated expepimental criteria. After the elimination of

subjects in accordance with the criteria previously described, a

total of 135 subfects t.85 Malmd,50 female . remained. In order

to equalize bcith experimental groups for statistical purposes, a

number of subjocts were randomly eliminated, leaving a final papule.

'tion of 81 male and 50 female subjects in each group,

Instrudents Used ,

The concepts of nadjujtment-maladjustmentts and ',security-in-

security" are,often used interchangeably and are in need of greater.
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clarity, Xbutsan points out that lithe concept of personal security

is frequently employed by social -scientists but many clf those who

find the concept useful are not clear as to what they mean by' the

term, What some writers refer to as security o' insecurity is de-
,

fined by others as adjustment or maladjustmentr high or low morale

and the like.01(11,p,1).

rn view of the vagueness of the concepts involved and the

varied assumptions concerning the adjustment of 0.1-day school

pupils, it was deemed advisable to ,select an appraisal device thlt

would be as diverse and as descriptiie as possible, rather than one

purporting to yield a qualitative index of "adjustmentn, The

Mooney Problem Cheek List (sr, High School Form, 1950 Bov,) (19),

covering problems in the areas of 1) Health and Physical Develop-

ment'(BPD), 2) School (s), 3) Home and family (HF), 4) Money,

'Mork, the Future (W), 5) Boy and Girl Relations(B0), 6) Bela-
-

tions to People in General (PG), and 7) Self-Centered Concerns (SC),

together. with a check list of problems related to religion (n),

was considered most appropriate for this purpose. These check lists,

ac well as an adaptation of "The S-21 inventoryn (18),' measuring ,

general feeling of security, and a persbnal data form soliciting.

the necessary background information, were administered to all sub-
.

6-Ajeots. Anonimity was maintained throughout the study to enhandp the

accuracy of responsed,

Statistical Treatment of-Data .

The total Mooney scores, the indillidual problem area scores

and tho S-I scores were arranged in separate frequency distributions

for each school group divided according to sex.. .Thus, four distri-
,
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buttons were set-up for each sot of Scam, and the moans verc,

putat for each, of the distributions. In the case of the 8-I' and

total Mooney scores, standard deviations and medians were also.com-

puted.'

Th.e.scores for each of the problem areas, as well ,as the S-I

and total. Ilboney scores were then subjected to a"two-way

cation analysts of variance test (16) to determine whether the sets

of data are sufficiently different from one anotner for us to'reject

the hypothesis that they arose by rdhdom sampling from the same poINT,

ulation4 In a twat ear problem, the Sets of data are'

^differentiated on the basis of two experimental variables - in our

cave, school and sox. This procedure enables us to determine not

only whether differences among means owe their divergencies to one

variable or the other, but also, whether there are interaction

variations attributable to joint effects of the two acting together..
v.

Three variance ratios--,designated SFr - are, therefore, derived

as 4 result 'of this process. fn the present experiment, one r re-

veal& whether the two school groups differ significantly in their

number of problems; the other F, whether the two sexes differ sig-

nificantly in the same respect; and the third F, whether there4is

any significant interaction betWeen*the factors of school and_ sex..

The F, ratios have ,been chedkod against a table (8) Which in-

ditates the critical points at various degrees of freedom, beyond

which they are significant on elther the 1 per cent or 5 per cent

level. An observed F value; which Li lower that the one given in

the table for the specific degrees of freedom and the designated

level of significance indicates that there is no statistically

8
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significant difference or interaction. Since it was hypothesized

in this investigation that no significant difference will be founds,

4.A(:

in any but one of the areas*studied,A,05 (5per ,cent) level of sig. .

A

niftcance was designated as the criterion for the acceptance or

rejection of this hypothesis. The risk of maintaining this hypo.

thesis when, in fact, 'it mar-be false is thus reduced, as the

designated criterion calls for its rejection more readily than does
/ ire

the more rigid one'(.01)iovel) requiring 90.por cent certainty.

In view of the equality and sizes of the samples, the problems of

homogeneity of variance And norMality of population were ,ignored,

as suggested by the,experimonts of Norton (17 and Boneau (0),

Results

Table 1 reveals-the mean, scores for each distribution, ac 4zd.

P

ins to school and,kmx groups. lAile some trends as well as the

direction of the dikfererice in scores are apparent from this table,

one, must examine tables 2 to 4 for an analysis of the significance

of the difference*

Insert Table 1 about here
\ .

emb

V ..11;

Total Number of Problems of Adjustment

As can be seen from Tabid 2) while the difference.betFeen the

sex groups is statistically significant even on the .1 per. cent level,

the dif;m4once betwebh the school groups did not turn out to be sig-

nificant even on the less rigid c.iper cant level designated. The

hypothesis that there ism) significantcdiff-erence between the Jcw..

.1011 all-4Y school and the public school group, with regard to total

9
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numbnr of stated problems of adjustment,' was affirmed, Sex alone,

without the interaction
offiaool appeared to be a significant factor.

,

in the area under siudy,.

11// tIr%

1.

Insert Table nbouttere

... .0 .. e-r ... .. T. .. ... .... ........ op .1. OW

N

The lack of signifiCant.difference
between the two school grans

.

instotal number of problems cannot be interpreted to imply that they

..

are confronted with a similar wproblem world", Cioscr analysis of

individual problem areas and specific problem,items indeed indicate

significant differenoos. It must also be .understood that the tottl

Check List scores do not:take into account the intensity. of the prob.

lams marked or the orientation to problems of each pupil in terms

of his uniquc experience.

While the above findings tell very little °Oncoming tlienprob.

lem *3rldn of the, two school' groups, evidence is prosebteTtbat at,

tendance in an all-day school is'nOt
necessarily accompanied by sig..

nificantly more or less problems of adjustment,' Thu6, peither the

arguments of the proponents of this typo of schooling, nor those of

its oRpi5ncnts, can be substantiated by the empirical evidence re.

vealed, One must consider, the fact, hatcy.er,.that possible cliff.

erencos between the two groups in thq numb5r of probles of adjust-

ment do not as yet manifest, themselves on the seventh grads level,

)

° or are not measurable by'the Itoolloy problem Check List,-

"
Number of Problems in Specific Areas of Adjustment

Tablet 3 summarizes the results,ef the analyses or variance -tests

in rtspons6 to the question whether significant differences exist

10
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f .

between the all-day school :and 'the public school group in the nunber

of stated problems in any ,of the Might spocific areas of ailjwilexente.

110 V,* get */* ..... ow, ........... ... Oro !O. w. ..... t 11.49 gilly

Insert Table. 3 about here

. A
Although significant difference is Indicated between-thc'oex

'

groups in nearly all problem areas, the school groups'diffe.r signifi. .

cantly only in the number of SIP] and S problems. In the other five

Uoonoy problqa areas, as well as in the area of Problems Related to

Religion (R), no SignifiGantedifferenee has been. found. The hy-

pothesis that no significant difference exists ween the.tWo

school. groups was thus confirmed for all but the VPD and S Mooney

plioblem areas. On the otter hand, 'the hypothesis that all03,

school students reveal lossproblems related to religion thiln ptb-

liosschool students had to be rejected cn the basis of the.findings

reported in. Tablii ?. ,!eho:difforonteio between the sox groups aTo

not direPtly relevant to this study.

BPD and S Pioblerl

The finding that the all-dayschool group is troubled by

nificantly, more. BPD nndS.problems may be due to its exposure to
. . .

considerably greater 'work loads and pressure during the nor=alschool

day. All-day school *students are subjected to a. doable curriculum

one of secuLr and one of religious studios - inViolvIng almost twi...ce

as many subjects, more teachers, and, as a consequilnce', conridcrably

more scholastic pressure than their peers in public school. Th:e

double program of, school instruction results also iii double

schedule of homework assignments, further lengthening the study day.

tt
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Under these cireumstances? ncithc,r the school, ndr the pupils out-.
. ' ,

side of school, can afford to alloy much time "for Socal, phyai cal.

or'recreatienal activities, It may be expected?. thereforel_that

all-day school pupils as a group; display anxawaren'ess of- moro EBD

problems such as "not getting outdoors onoughiw *doubt getonoligh

sleep,* and " as well as more S problems such as uso

often. feel.restloss in elass* naot interested in cart in subjects,*

and uworried about'erades,*

4 problems Related to Religion

7;rom Table 3 it is wadent that wily in the area bt Probleos.
,

Related to Religion) significant interaction betveeo the factors

of*school and sex is revealed. ,Since xamination of the itt;mn scores
V

fox' this problem area rovealcd thz.t sclwol'girls have the y4,

'gmallost number of probl ams, the t-teA NIzs app?..ied to 6otermine the

significance of the-difronce between the two female 6roupt-,.:* A kart

is, defined as the ratio of a doviatipn to standard'o4ror (0, p.:08),;
.

Th4 larger, the t, the lossMS oly .it la Oat it could bccul, by random

pam7alne, tethis case, a t of 3;66 was db4ined, Sinee'a t above.

that 'the chances are lose than'S times in 1020 ,that a

't.ps largi:vor large;" could have occurred by,chanoe, our obtained t

of 3,05 indicates that the difference botween the mean femalescOres

in the area or Problems Related.to Roligion is significam even bq .

yond the .005 lo vol of colltidence-.- appears, therefope,"thz,t even

thmigh the expectatiou that all-4y calhool pu:-.11s, would revoill

' nificantly less problem related to religion was not /borne out, for

the group as a whdlo, it ya,g substantiated :for its-:female po7ul:ati on..

...1=k
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General Feeling of Fecurity

Table 4 reveals that the difference in 5-1 scores between'the

two school groups-is statistically significant
even on the .ol

It also indicates that there is no significant differenCe between

the sex groups, nor is.there any significant interaction
between the

.

variables of sex and school:. On the basis of the instrument used,

the experimentalhypothesis.that
the two school:groups

do not differ

signifipantly in the degree of general, feeling of
security, had to

.

be rejected. .

InsP7,1;t
Table 4 about here t. o

The'finding that the Public 500°1-pupils
possess a greater de-

gree of g'eneral'feeling of security than those in the all-day sch601,

is at variance with that of Feiss (24)' indicating
higher "emot'ional'

securitylP scores on-. the part of Yeshiva (all-day-schoolY
boys:. It

f

a

also does,not appear to be in consonance withthe previously men--'

tioned concept of Lewin (15)' emphasizing
that the

development of a

positive feeling of Ilbelongingness% leads to ;:'eater emotion,rse-

curity with which to make outreaches to other people.. Possible.

theories explaining this finding in the light of these and other

related studies are discussed in. the concluding section' of thfs'a.rt-

icle..

Problem Area patterns

An.annlysis of problem area patterns revealed a number of dif-

ferences bwtwee4.the two experimental groups._ fis cell be seen from

ta'l'es 5 and461 listing the-problem areas; for each group in rank

order according to mean number of items-checked,
both school groups-

, 1.3
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seem to be troubled most frequently by problems in the categories A

of SC and S; and least frequently by those in the areas of BF, MIT, **k

and R. Considering the re:tlts of other studies (1,7,10,21) it

appears that with the exception of unique local circumstances, thee

characteristics are common among the general 4unior high school pop.

. ulation,

41410 41 eV' 4111 Or OW 40.

01.

Insert Tables 5 and 6 about here

The all'-day school group revealed relatively more frequent con.-

dern than the public schdol group with problems in
I.

the area BPD,

while the.public school group gave greater priority to social prbb-

lems in the categories of BG and PG. .At the same time,' the all -day

school group manifested considerably less frequent concern than the

public school. roup with items in the area of R.

Discussion

A variety of conclusions and conjectures are suggested by the

major .findings of this study. Tn regard to total quantity ,of prOb--

lens of adjustment, no significant difference ts indicated between

the all -say school and the public school groups to substantiate either

of the, theoretical assumptions presented earlier, which ascribe poor.

er or better adjustment to denominational schooling. Diffierences,

/4 are revealed, however; between the two groups in the number Of BPD

and S-problems, as well as in the relative emphasis of particular-

problem areas. Xt must-be borne in mind, though, that these'quanti-

tative findings do not reflect the intensity of the problems marked,

'or the orientation to problems of each pupil in terms of his unique

14
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experience.

An analysis of the problem patterns of the groups used in this

investigation and of the simples of other studies cited indicates'

thato.while certain problems are common among the general junior.

high school population, others appear to be a correlate of eex, or

of singular school or environmental circumstances. The prevalence

of the distinctive problems manifested by our all-day school group'', .

is supported by the findings of Levinson (12).. From another study

by the same author (14, involving all-day school groups on the

college levelvit can be:seen that some of the distinctive problems

persist to a similar degree even on that level.

The manifestation of greater insecurity on the part ofthe all.

day school group, as measured by the Sal Inventory, may be a reflec-

tion of a variety of conflicts and pressures experienced by tt. lox*,
.1

the greatest' part of the day, the all-day school pupil is isolated

from the other children in his neighborhood with little opportunity

to become part of thentlgangn. His social and religious distinctive.

within a society that stresses conformity, results in feelings

of self-consciousness and anxiety, This distinctiveness also makes

the all-day school pupil subject to increased discrimination and more

sensitive to it. Amore highly developed superego due to.the relig-

gious training in the all-day school, presents an additional cause

for increased anxiety and conflict. Furtheftore, as mentioned earlier,

the internalizatioh of Jewish relighus-values through the influence

of home and school challenged by cross-currents from the majority

culture via street, magazines, radio, TV, and other media of communi-

.

cation, serve to briqg about serious cultural clashes.

e

It is important to bear inmmind that the all-day school, group

15
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of this study is limited to pupils of the "Hebraic" or "modern" type..

These pupils are generally exposed to home and school environments

which stress integration within the broader'framework of American.

culture, coupled with the desire for maximal retention of traditional

Jewish patterns and values. The constant attempt at the synthesis

of two cultural sYdtems and the accompanying inter-cultural conflicti

are a 'products of the peculiar '0marginal" situation of this group,

which, according to Stonequist, (23) involves personal maladjustment

ranging fromnner strain to a disorganizing force. These conflicts
,.

- are possibly exacerbated by antra-prrsonal tension derived from a

clash between a strict value-system and a strong impulse potential,

In, the light of these factors, one may expect manifestations of in-

security to be displayed by this-group:.

Public school pupils, on the other hand, even those attending

afternoon Hebrew schools, are much more integrated within the general

American society and considerably less concerned with the retention
r.

of traditional Jewish patterns. As detertined by the Personal Data

Form, the parents of 40 per cent of the public schoOl group ( as

compared to 7 per cent of the all-day school group) are-totally non-

observant of basic Jewish precepts. Nor can the five to seven hours,

w
weekly afternoon Hebrew school program be expected to effectively

exert nearly the same pressure as the all-day school, in the direc-

tion of religious observances. For the pupils in the public school

group, the strain producing intra-personal tensions, as well'as inter-

cultural.conflicts, are considerably minimized,.

The so-called "marginal" situation characteristic of the "modern"

all-day school group may be similarly mitigated for pupils in the

more traditional type of all-day, school, where hope-and school en-

16
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vironments place

general American

primarily within

conflicts of the

16.

little or no emphasis upon integration within the

society. For the individual of this type, living

the confines and the security of his sub-culture,

nature described may be minimized, as they were for

the European ghetto Jew, living under voluntary imposed restriction

upan"nsocial locomotion.n(15)'

The study by Henoch (9); previously quoted, provides evidence

to support the above theory. In this study, the author compares

a group of Jewish all-day school pupils of the ',modern orthodox!,

type, with a similar group frorral nhassidicn type, on. the basis of

the Rogersj Test of Personality Adjustment, the Rorschach, and a

Background-Interest Inventory; consisting of fifty questions-.- The

"Chassidic" group is described as being ndistinguistied by a vibrant

socio-cultural self-sufficiency, attempting to isolate itself to-

tally from contact with the general American society." His findingi

indicate a considerably greater degree of anxiety on the part of the

pupils of-the.nmodernnall-day school type.. This result is explained

by the author in terms of the "marginal" character of the "modern
A

orthodox" group, in distinctiaato the "feeling of mystical group

belongingriessn and unified religious life-purpose of the nhassidicn

group..

The failure of our data to support the theory of Lewin may be

viewed in'a number Of ways. On the one hand, it is possible that

the theory does not stand up against the empirical evidence presented,

or that the all-day school is not the proper ground for its testing..

On the other hand, it appears likely that the S-I Inventory'measurea

areas-of personality not involved with aground upon which to stand."

Vewints theoretical analysis centers around the type of "ethnic

security!, related to what is commonly referred to as vingrourm and

17
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noutgroup" attitudes. The study of.Veiss (24) indicating greater

"emotional security" on the part of a/1-day school pupils, simi-

larly involved such traits as "narrow clanishness," "resentment,"

"authoritarianism" and "suspicion" more closely associated with

the above attitudes.. The S-I Inventory; however, is concerned

,`

17

with some of ,the moretenerarand basic."subsyndrames"'of security

such as*"feeling of anxiety," "compulsive introspectiveness,"

and "sense of guilt." It-is quite plausible, therefore, that ladle

the'all-day school group manifests greater "emotional security" in,

the experiment of Weiss) supporting the theory" of Lewti, it shows

up at a disadvantage,in connection with the syndromei of security

measured by the SZ Inventory)

Limitations.

It is important that the'doncluaions of this study be viewed in

the light of a number of delimitations. Primary consideration should

be given to the fact that,statistical inferences must technically bee

restricted to. the hypothetical parent population used in this experg.

iment although some generalizations may be justified on a'judgemental

basis "without the safeguards provided by the logic of:statistical'

inferences (17) Tho present study was limited to AmericalOorn

seventh grade pupils of "middle-income" families. The all -=day school

sample was furthermore limited to schools of the "Hebraicil'or'"modern"

type, although the ideological constellation of such schools, includes-

several types, representing philosophical and curricular differences

ranging from rigid orthodoxy to near secularism.
4

Particular attention must be drawn to' the fact that our study

is limited to pupils on the seventh grade level. It is likely that

differences manifested betWeen the two experihental groups in this,

18
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study disappear as thep411; pass through their adolescent stage,.

This likelihood finds support in a Study by. Mein and Hurwitz (4

which reveals that the older ZeWish boys become, the more they are

drawn to the broader, the min co morn aspects of the American scone,,

and the more they seek,general American friends' and activities.

While it is likely that some aifferences,between our two ex-

.,
perimental gtoups vatilsh as the pupils, pass through their adolescent

stagepit is equally possible that others first begin to appear be-

yond the age level tested. Being Jewish may not be.of sufficient,

conpequence to seventh grade pupils in .a public school environment'
J

to leave its mirk on the individualts security. According to the

tewinian hypothesis, ,one might escape identity for a` while, only

to find it more difficult when confronted with this problem later.

In consonance with this view, the all.»day school group might fate-
,

better in connection with, social conflict in later 'years, since un-

like the Hebrew School youths, they have internalized Strengths to

meet it

In addition to the limitations imposed by our population, one

must, of course, also keep in mind theseresulting from the instru-

ments used. Some of these limitations-and their possible effect upon

our findings have already been pointed (tut..

Implications

While the present study is subject to delimittions of scope

and methodology, it has shed light upon some of the personality

concomitants associated with Jewish allday schoti education, and

has contributed to the accretion of research data concerning the

issues raised. From a practical point of view, the problems re-.

yealed suggest a variety of curricular implications and directions

19
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for a guidance prpgram, of 'particular use to all-day school author-

'4 ities.. It is hoped that the findings of this study will, stimulate

more extensive investigations.. fit p time when denominational school's
.

are assuming increasingly more important roles within our Society,'

', .

,. .

the-need for further research on this important topic cannot be

:overlooked..

_..,

SUMniiry
SI

k In this study, Jewish' all -day school, pupils were compared with

'public school pupilgwith reeerd to problems of adjustment and feel:-

ing of security.. ,,Both groups consisted of 81 male and 50 female sub-'

jects of similar age, religious orientation, natipnalip sonio-

economic background.. The Mooney Problem heck Lift. a 'check list

of nproblems related to religion, and do adaptation of the'Masiow

S;-I Inventory were
administered.. The analysis of variance technitlue

was used to determine the significance of difference (.05

The ADS groups revealed mre HDT)
and S- problems and less feeling, of

security.. In; the numhPr of t-tel Mooney nroblems and in the other

problem areas no significant difference was-found.. The findings

were discussed initerms-of.the theoretical background presented.
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Table 1

Mean Soares for Every Area, Aooerdingte

Sohool and Sex Groups

(ns.81 wale and femalo in *Rob sohoollreup)

?rob le'm 'Arse.

Total MooneyMooney

Problems

'Mal* Group- Female Group

Public -411-Pay PubliO

School

33.42

School School . Sohoolmemenro,r,~1.wwniww.r...." Tirvk--

28.29 24.40 20.70,

,Health and Physical

bavelopmert4 (HPD)

.

4.38 3.46 .

.

3.72 2.56

Scheel (S) 6.04 ! 4.78 5.30 . 2.86

-......r.......r........r..../
Rome and - Family ,

4.15 % 2.88 2.44

,..

2.54

Orr)

Money, Work,
/

the Future UWF
- 4.00. ' 3.44 2.50 2.54

Bey and Girl .

C344 4.27 ,' : 2.92 3.12

Relations (SO)
.......

.

. . .

Relations to PeeplO

in General (1222_

4.27 4.41 , 3186 . 3.12.

,-.:-.---........................-1.--..........-....

Belf.oentered
6.33 .

.

, 4.85 . 4.04 1 :3,88

Concerns (SC) '

1'esIor ANIO.11111111111110.1111110. Imlomoslolomr111

problems Related
3.85

I

3.21

1111111.

24,

2.80.

1
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Table 2

Result of the Analysis of Variance Tost.Appliod. to the Tofal

.
.Mooney Check List Scores

(N:81 male 'arid 50 female .in each school group

.

Variables

Difference Between

School, Groups

Observed F

2.49

Significance

,24.

...ab..//....

o."

rot signifionnt

Differende Between.,
. 7.73,

Sex Groups

Significant on

Al level

Interaction Between

School and

111` t. .

Not' significcnt

critical P on 1J05 level S.68, on .01 6.74

1/p58 degrees of'freedoia)

2

(on the
¢f
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V!,ble'3
ti

"

25.

Rcsult5 the Analyst...;. of Varinnee Ja.rplied to the ;:cores of Foch
. /

of the Problem A'rens)

(n; 31 make arid,5n fewalc in each school group).*

. Problem Area Dirferencc.,.Betwi. DIfft,rence Betw.4 Interpction Br-twd.

Sex GrounsstEjlhool Groung

Observed

. ,

FchooLgninSex
.

,
.

.

Observed F 4 Observed F.

1

1

,

1

t- ..., , ': ,. ,..,

..._________....._ ..........._.....

RFD

F

6.01*
/

40. .wI..W
1 lq.76is*

1

AlS7 yor314
,.

71 '6)12* 1 '1.91
9

t. a ".

2.5a 1.;98 '

.

BC.= .00:2

.16

6.79*

1 . 7\

1.76. 66

R

400ificant on'.05 level-.** signficAnt on .D1A.evel,

2E;

V1111/2"..

4I
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I

"TablP
I

Results of the Analysis of Variance Test 10)1111Pff to the r-r Scores.:

61:R1 ma16,Pnd'50 female in each "school group). .

26,-

4.4

ObEerved F Significance

Difference Between

School.Groups

Difference Between

Sex 'Groups

Interactidn Between

School and Sc e'

O
I

7.80.

, .139'

.0017 .

significant en

.01 level

not significant'

. not significant

Critical-F on 45 lnvp1=3.86, on .D1 leve1.66./.74 (on thi basis

of 1/258 degrees of freedom)
/

27
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Table 5

'problenk. Areas In Rank Order_ Acenrd"ind to Mean Number at Items

hecked.. (XalA Grouo)'

111d.

.

AllDy School

Area Mean R..0.-

2

3

4

5

6

7,'

8

SC'l

6.04

BPD 4.78

,B6 4.36

PG 4.27'
k

BF 4.15

1VF - 4.00

R 3.85

1

p

4

5-

, e

7

8

Public 0031;11

Area- Men

PC 4.26

S
,

4,28

PG (.. 4-.41'

HG 4.27 '1

riviF %..44.

HPD 3.110

R 3.21

BF 2..88
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Problem Areas

Table 6

in' Rank Order Accbrdihg to Mean Number of Items
r

Checked (Female Group)

AllzDay SchbOl

R.. 0.., Area Mean

I S

2 SC

3 PG

4 HOD

5 BG

1 '
6 - MR .,

7 HF

8 ____ R

A$.

,School

Area Mean

)
5.30 1 SC 3.1i8

4,04 -.5 BG .
3.,1:).

:;96
.--. r

..)
(.. 3.12

.

_PG

2,86 -7.-

:3.72 4 S

2.02 5 R 2.80

2.50 6 HPD' 2.56

20A4 7.5 IV 2.54

1,62 7.5 ItIfF. 2.54


